Coronavirus Deep Cleaning Services

- Disinfect and sanitize your workplace for your employees, customers and visitors' peace of mind that health and safety is your top priority.

- Ultraviolet hydroxyl generators for chemical-free air purification. These air-cleaning units are proven highly effective and may run in an office or workspace from several hours to all day. PPM provides them as an add-on to deep cleaning service or as long-term rentals to maintain a virus-free work environment.

- Originally developed by the Dept. of Defense, this exciting new technology utilizes a proprietary hydrogen peroxide solution that passes through a concentrated plasma array. The dry fog application is ideal for the most sensitive areas and provides complete room disinfection, deodorization, and mold mitigation.

- Odorox® Boss XL3 & Odorox® Mobile Decontamination Units (MDUs)
- SteraMist® Binary Ionization Technology

- PPM has an arsenal of OSHA-trained HAZMAT first responders uniquely suited to handle the sterilization of the Coronavirus from critical and sensitive areas. Combined with our highly efficient equipment, PPM can attack the most sensitive areas including computer command centers, schools, hospitals, laboratories, and more. Contact us for more details.

- Response@ppmsiteservices.com
- 267-977-7296

- Office Buildings, Warehouses, Retail Shops, Banks, Schools, Hotels
- Fleet Vehicles, Service Trucks & Vans, Buses, Tractor Trailers
- Experienced Biohaz Strike Teams with Rapid Response Capability
- Customized Cleaning Solutions at Affordable Prices
- Industry Leading Experience & Equipment
PPM will disinfect, deep clean and sanitize your workplace with OSHA trained HAZMAT responders. We follow all CDC infectious disease cleanup protocols and utilize EPA/CDC approved hospital grade disinfectants. From a single office to a 30-floor multi-use building, we have the experience, equipment and manpower to sanitize your space as our nation returns to work.

+ Biohazard strike teams deep clean and disinfect entire facility
+ Dry fogging for “knees-up” cubicles, break rooms and common areas
+ Atomized misting for “knees-down” areas like floors, toilets, locker rooms
+ Hand-wiping for all “high-touch” solid surfaces, desks and doors
+ State-of-the-art hand-held foggers & atomizing misting units
PPM will disinfect, deep clean and sanitize your vehicle with a turn-key package that includes all interior and exterior surfaces with our EPA/CDC approved disinfectants. From a single SUV to a company fleet of vans or trucks, let PPM customize a program that ensures your vehicles are ready to safely put your workers back on the job.

- Hepa vacuum of all interior areas including floor mats
- Dry fogging for interior seats, dash, floors, and wheels
- Atomized misting for rear cargo areas and loose hand tools
- Hand-wiping for all “high-touch” surfaces inside and out
- Custom on-site mobile decon wash stations for fast and efficient cleaning
HAZMAT RESPONDERS ARMED WITH THE LATEST RESOURCES

INDUSTRY LEADING EXPERIENCE & EQUIPMENT

PPM has an arsenal of OSHA trained HAZMAT first responders uniquely suited to handle the sterilization of the Coronavirus from critical and sensitive areas. Combined with our highly efficient equipment, PPM can attack the most sensitive areas including computer command centers, schools, hospitals, laboratories, and more. Contact us for more details.

Odorox® Boss XL3 & Odorox® Mobile Decontamination Units (MDUs)

Ultraviolet hydroxyl generators for chemical free air purification. These air-cleaning units are proven highly effective and may run in an office or workspace from several hours to all day. PPM provides them as an add-on to deep cleaning service or as long-term rentals to maintain a virus free work environment.

Steramist® Binary Ionization Technology

Originally developed by the Dept. of Defense, this exciting new technology utilizes a proprietary hydrogen peroxide solution that passes through a concentrated plasma array. The dry fog application is ideal for the most sensitive areas and provides complete room disinfection, deodorization, and mold mitigation.

response@ppmsiteservices.com
267-977-7296